Abstract. Password Authenticated Key Exchange (PAKE) is a class of cryptographic protocols that allow two parties sharing a password to authenticate each other without explicitly revealing the password in the process. PAKE protocols offer a potential improvement over current web authentication practices, e.g., HTML form-based password authentication, but there has been little progress towards integrating PAKE into web browsers and servers. In this paper, we report the results of a systematic investigation of various practical issues and challenges in deploying PAKE for web authentication. We examine three categories of issues: 1) security issues related to UI design; 2) security issues related to the browser’s same origin policy; and 3) potential hurdles to deployment. We propose potential solutions for some problems and identify areas for future work.

1 Introduction

The most common web authentication technique in use today is password authentication via an HTML form, where a user types her password directly into a web page from the site to which she wishes to authenticate herself. The problem with this approach is that it relies on the user to determine when it is safe to enter her password. To resist phishing and other social engineering attacks, a user must rely on the browser’s security indicators and warning messages, e.g., the URL bar and the site’s SSL certificate, to authenticate the website and determine when it is safe to enter her password. Unfortunately, studies suggest that many users habitually click through SSL certificate warnings due to the pervasiveness of certificate errors [14, 48]. Other studies show that users do not understand browser indicators [11, 20, 21, 46).

To address these vulnerabilities, we revisit the idea of applying Password Authenticated Key Exchange (PAKE) [25, 38, 39, 3, 9, 4, 40, 35, 33, 23, 22, 24, 23, 22, 41] protocols to web authentication. A PAKE protocol is a cryptographic protocol that allows two parties who share knowledge of a password to mutually authenticate each other and establish a shared key, without explicitly revealing the password in the process.

One hope of using PAKE protocols for web authentication is to help make it easier for users to authenticate websites and reduce the attack surface of social engineering attacks against their accounts. With the current approach of HTML form-based authentication, it is unsafe for a user to attempt to authenticate herself to a phisher mimicking a website she trusts, since doing so will reveal her password. With a PAKE protocol, if a user mistakenly attempts to authenticate herself to a phisher, the protocol will fail, but the user’s password will remain safe. Since the phisher does not know the user’s password, the phisher will not be able to successfully complete the protocol, and the browser can alert the user of the failure.

Goals and contributions. In this paper, we perform a systematic investigation of various practical issues and challenges in deploying PAKE for web authentication. Although many PAKE protocols have been proposed, there is little momentum for integrating PAKE protocols into web authentication. One contribution we hope to make in this paper is to help raise awareness of the issues inhibiting the widespread adoption of PAKE, and help stimulate future work and discussion in this area.

We investigate three categories of issues: 1) security issues related to UI design; 2) security issues related to the browser’s same origin policy; and 3) potential hurdles to deployment. We propose potential solutions for some problems and identify areas for future work. An important contribution we make is to systematically lay out the issues surrounding PAKE that go beyond the cryptography. While many other issues may exist, we pick what we believe are the most important ones.

2 Problem Overview

In this section, we introduce the background on PAKE, the main concept of PAKE-based web authentication, and set our problem scope.
2.1 PAKE-based Web Authentication

PAKE is a class of cryptographic protocols that allow two parties to establish a secret key based on a shared password. Since its proposal, PAKE has been studied extensively and many protocols have been proposed [5, 6, 25, 38, 53, 54, 39, 4, 3, 9, 40, 35, 23, 22, 24, 23, 22, 41]. Some more recent protocols have provable security [40, 33, 24, 23, 22, 41]. Although many of these protocols are currently covered by patents, the patent on the EKE protocol and variants [5, 4, 10] will expire in 2011.

In PAKE-based web authentication, when a user wishes to authenticate herself to a website, she enters her password, and the browser and server run an interactive PAKE protocol to establish a session key based on the user’s password without explicitly revealing the password in the process. The browser and server can prove to each other they derived the same key. If the protocol fails, the browser can alert the user, indicating that the server does not know the password that the user entered. The derived key can also be used to encrypt and authenticate their future communication between the two parties.

2.2 Problem Scope

Threats. We are concerned with the security of web authentication. In particular, we are concerned with an attacker who relies on phishing or other social engineering techniques to steal the user’s password. We consider that the attacker may have network abilities, for example, the attacker can act as a man-in-the-middle and relay messages between the honest user and honest server, or the attacker may hijack the DNS of an honest website. The attacker may also exploit flaws in the browser’s security policies to learn the honest user’s personal and financial information.

Out-of-scope threats. A variety of threats exist in today’s web many of which are system vulnerabilities beyond the scope of web authentication or this paper. For example, we do not attempt to solve attacks such as cross-site scripting or cross-frame request forgery. We also do not consider malware or kernel rootkits, as an attacker who controls the honest user’s machine can potentially install a key-logger to capture the user’s username and password. We point out that an extensive body of literature exists that investigates countermeasures to these threats.

In the remainder of this paper, we describe challenges and issues that need to be addressed for PAKE to be deployed in practice.

3 Security Issues Related to UI

PAKE-based web authentication is designed to reduce the attack surface of password leakage by using the PAKE protocol instead of the current form-based approach for authentication and key establishment. However, to gain such benefits in a real deployment, a few important UI issues need to be addressed beyond simply implementing the PAKE cryptographic protocol, otherwise, an attacker could exploit weaknesses in the UI to fool or confuse the user and steal the user’s password. In this section, we discuss these issues.

3.1 Trusted Paths

UI Challenge 1 (Secure UI design). How can we design a user interface that is both usable, and minimizes the chance of human mistakes?

Failure of in-page password forms. One naive solution is to have the user type in her password in in-page password forms as in the traditional password authentication approaches. However, this approach is insecure, since any design relying on in-page password input is subject to attacks—for example, a malicious JavaScript in-page may steal the user’s input and sends it to the attacker. It is also difficult for the user to determine when she can trust that her password will only be used through a PAKE protocol and not be sent as cleartext or stolen by an attacker.

Trusted path. Thus, we need a trusted path for the user to enter her password and ensure that the password will only be used through the PAKE protocol. Different trusted path designs have been suggested in the past, including the use of an in-chrome password box, or a trusted keystroke sequence. The in-chrome password box approach places the password box inside the bordering frames of the browser, as it can be made difficult for the webpage to spoof the chrome. In the trusted keystroke sequence [45] approach, the user presses a special keyboard key or keystroke sequence (analogous to ctrl+alt+del) to notify the browser when the user wishes to login. When the key sequence is pressed, the browser disables all text entry except for in a trusted password box, successfully preventing replicate/mimicry attacks.

Each approach for establishing the trusted path also requires intricate design decisions for security. For example, one important design question for the in-chrome password box approach is when to display the password box: 1) Display only when necessary. The first approach is to display the password box only when the browser detects a login page. A similar approach was taken by Wu, et. al. in [52] using a sidebar login box and they found the approach was highly vulnerable to replicate or mimicry attacks. 2) Always display. Another option is to always display the password box, regardless of whether the page contains a password.
form. This method prevents the chrome-imitation attack described above. However, we need dedicated space in the browser’s chrome to display the password box at all times.

Even the “always display” option may have vulnerabilities. For example, in a replicate attack, the attacker imitates the in-chrome password box at the top of the page, causing two almost identical-looking password boxes to appear. When users fail to login through the real password box, they may be tempted to enter their passwords in the fake password box, possibly assuming that the interface is broken. A similar attack has been studied by Wu et al. for their Web Wallet tool [52]. One way to defend against replicate attacks is to have the user customize the background of the in-chrome login bar, or display a personalized image next to the in-chrome login bar. Previous studies [12, 52, 46] have investigated and given suggestions for how to design such security skins. Given the different alternatives for UI design, one open research direction is to perform user studies to compare and evaluate their effectiveness.

It is worth noting that researchers have recently proposed methods to build trusted paths resilient to OS compromise [44] using a trusted computing approach. We can potentially make use of these designs for enhanced security.

3.2 User Education and Training

Users are accustomed to entering passwords in web pages, thus requiring them to always enter passwords through the trusted path may present significant challenges. Such challenges become even more severe during incremental deployment when legacy websites still use in-page login forms.

**UI Challenge 2 (User education).** What steps need to be taken to effectively migrate users to using the new trusted path (e.g., the in-chrome login bar)?

**Suggestions for adopting websites.** User training can start to take place as good websites begin adopting the trusted path approach. Take the in-chrome login approach for example. In the early stages of adoption, a website may provide both the in-chrome login option (using PAKE) and the in-page login option (using traditional HTTPS). Websites could display a message next to the in-page password form that suggests users start using the in-chrome password box for higher security, and forecast that the in-page password form will be eliminated in the near future. At the end of this transition period, the login webpage removes the in-page password form completely, and explicitly requires that the user enter their passwords in the chrome. We emphasize that only when the option of entering passwords in-page is completely eliminated, can we engage the user’s attention with certainty, and educate them to enter their password in the chrome. This is a lesson learned from security indicators: despite efforts at user education, security indicators prove to be ineffective, partly due to the fact that they fail to engage the users’ attention [11, 20, 21, 46].

It is worth noting that adopting websites can provide positive reinforcement in the user training process. If a major website such as Google or Yahoo adopts this approach, it will immediately raise global awareness of this matter. As users go to Gmail to check their emails daily, their memory will be reinforced time and again. Such increased user awareness will pave the way for other websites to adopt this approach. Meanwhile, as more and more websites begin to adopt, they in turn contribute to the user training process, creating a positive feedback loop which will be beneficial towards wide-scale adoption.

**Handling legacy websites.** On the other hand, legacy sites that maintain the in-page login approach may effectively “untrain” the user. A crucial question to consider is whether we should allow users to use the in-chrome login bar (or any other trusted password box) to log into non-PAKE websites. If not, the user may think that the in-chrome login bar is unreliable, and may try to avoid using it whenever possible. It might be easier for the users if the in-chrome bar also supports non-PAKE logins. However, users now have to verify certificates even when they use the in-chrome login bar, and contrary to the belief that we are trying to instill in users, the in-chrome login bar is no longer safe at all times. Attackers can also exploit this, and trick users to enter their passwords into the in-chrome bar, while the password is actually sent in cleartext to the attacker. Another drawback of this approach is that validated websites may now have less incentive to actually deploy PAKE. In particular, websites might mimic what was done when SSL was deployed: they continue to use the unsafe approach and put in their websites messages and indicators attempting to convince the user that their connection is safe [26].

3.3 Designing Error Messages and Warnings

Users may have the temptation to fall back to the traditional in-page login approach when they fail to log in through the trusted user interface.

**UI Challenge 3 (Error messages and warnings).** How can we effectively communicate with the user when failures occur, so that they do not fall back to using insecure methods?

Failure to login through the in-chrome login bar can result from the following reasons: 1) a network failure or the server fails to respond; 2) the user entered the wrong username and password; 3) the website is a fraudulent site; 4) if the in-chrome login bar does not support non-PAKE logins, in-chrome logins will fail at legacy websites.

Ideally, the browser should intelligently distinguish between these causes and give the user helpful suggestions accordingly. While it is easy to distinguish a network failure (e.g., the underlying TCP connection fails) from a login failure (e.g., the PAKE protocol fails), it may more difficult for
the browser to distinguish wrong username/password from a fraudulent website, especially when the attacker hijacks the DNS of a good website such as bank.com.

One way to infer if the user has entered the wrong username/password is to remember a hash of the username/password for each website every time a user successfully logs in. However, to avoid offline dictionary attacks in case of device capture, only a few bits of the hash should be stored.

Another method is to build more intelligence into the browser, so it can infer the trustworthiness of a website. This can be achieved through a combination of approaches. For example, we can build a reputation system for websites through community efforts, such as the approach taken by Perspectives [50]. SSL certificates can also serve as an indicator of the trustworthiness of a website. Utilizing these sources of information, the browser may be able to intelligently dignose the cause of a failed PAKE handshake: whether it is due to a wrong username/password combination or due to a fraudulent website. The browser should give different suggestions to the user in each case.

It is worth mentioning that the research community have conducted several interesting studies to evaluate the effectiveness of warnings and error messages [26, 15]. We can draw many lessons from these studies when designing the error messages and warnings for a PAKE-enabled browser. For example, how to prevent users’ habituation to click through warnings, how to design warnings that engage the users attention, how to make suggestions, and how to make the users understand the security risks that they are taking.

3.4 Password Setup/Reset

Password setup and reset represent another weak link in the system, and must be considered.

UI Challenge 4 (Password setup and reset). How can we secure the account registration and password reset processes?

We now describe why password setup/reset is particularly vulnerable, and suggest potential ways to secure the process.

Password reuse. PAKE does not protect users who reuse their banking password at an online game forum potentially hosted or compromised by an attacker. The password reuse problem can be alleviated through tools such as PwdHash [45, 27] which hashes the password along with the website’s domain name and certificate. By hashing the password multiple times, we can potentially mitigate offline dictionary attacks [27]. Another promising approach recently proposed by Boyen [8] suggests how to retrieve different credentials from a remote server using a reusable password.

Social engineering. The attacker can set up a fake bank.com website and ask the user to setup/reset her password. The user is in danger if she sets up the same password at the attacker’s website and at the real bank’s website. Such social engineering attacks are particularly hard to prevent, especially with security-unconscious users. For example, the attacker can call up the user claiming to be the bank, and the user may be gullible enough to give away his password. It seems that the only way to address such attacks is to raise user awareness through long-term user education.

Suggestions. For a security-conscious user, however, we can potentially provide ways to help her authenticate the website.

1) The user and the bank can set up a password out of band, e.g., when the user goes to the bank to open an account.

2) If the user and the bank share some weak secret such as an account number or the social security number, the two parties can potentially use PAKE to authenticate each other to bootstrap the password setup/reset process.

3) In particular, for password reset, the user and the bank share knowledge of the security questions and answers. We can potentially use these as the shared secret to a PAKE handshake. To allow tolerance to error, we can imagine a fuzzy PAKE protocol, where two parties holding closely-related secrets can establish a secret key. This is a relatively new area [13], and it remains an open research problem to design an efficient and practical protocol for this purpose.

4) The browser or the system can help the user judge the trustworthiness of the website, for example, based on the site’s certificate or its reputation collected through community efforts. This is in fact similar to the problem we encounter in today’s web authentication where users need to consciously authenticate the website. Therefore, we can borrow techniques and learn lessons from existing approaches. It is an open research challenge how the browser can effectively give users suggestions.

5) To prevent man-in-the-middle attacks in the password setup/reset process, we can potentially use out-of-band channels such as SMS messages, which are hard to intercept and cost money for the adversary to send and receive.

4 Security Issues Related to SOP

As attackers may try to launch attacks by exploiting the browser’s Same-Origin Policy (SOP), additional caution is needed when integrating PAKE into the browser.

SOP is the browser’s access control policy, and prevents pages from different sites from accessing each other’s web objects, including HTTP cookies, HTML documents, JavaScript, etc. The SOP works by assigning all received content an “origin identifier” which generally consists of the application layer protocol (e.g., HTTP, HTTPS, etc), the domain name: (e.g., www.google.com), and the TCP port. Browsers consider two resources to be from the same origin if their origin identifiers are the same.
**SOP Challenge 1** (Working with SOP). *How can we securely integrate PAKE into the browser to work with the browser’s SOP?*

**Isolating PAKE and non-PAKE sessions.** A good website may offer both high security PAKE pages and low security non-PAKE pages (including traditional HTTPS and unencrypted pages). The low security pages may contain a vulnerability, and an attacker essentially becomes a man-in-the-middle if she successfully injects malicious scripts into these pages. Therefore, we must prevent non-PAKE pages from accessing PAKE-enabled pages.

One promising approach is to introduce a new protocol name for PAKE-enabled sessions, such as HTTPVS (Hyper-Text Transport Protocol - “Very Secure”). In this way, the browser will assign PAKE and non-PAKE sessions different origin identifiers, and isolate them.

**Defense against the network attacker.** If a user establishes two simultaneous sessions under the same origin and one of them is controlled by an attacker, then the malicious session will be able to access the real one. Recent research has shown that such attacks are possible if the attacker has control of the network [32, 29]. For example, in a DNS poisoning attack, the attacker hijacks the DNS of bank.com, and opens a connection with the user. Then, the user connects again to bank.com (in a separate window or in an iframe), and the attacker acts as a man-in-the-middle and forwards the user’s connection to the real server. Now the attacker’s session is able to read and write the session to the real server. Recent studies [32, 29] also demonstrate other possible ways to launch such an attack including the use of DNS rebinding.

Such attacks are possible due to inherent flaws in the browser’s SOP, and are relevant regardless of whether PAKE is employed. One promising defense is to augment the same-origin identity with the hash of the password used to create a PAKE session [32, 29].

**5 Deployment Challenges**

We now consider deployment issues, including architectural choices and website customization of the login UI.

**5.1 Architectural Choices**

**Deployment Challenge 1** (Web Application Architecture). *What is the appropriate layer in the networking stack to integrate PAKE protocols?*

To examine this issue we analyze and compare two existing proposals for PAKE-based web authentication: TLS-SRP [49], which operates at the transport layer, and HTTPS-PAKE [42], which operates at the application layer. TLS-SRP. Since PAKE may be needed by multiple applications, it would be desirable to implement it below the application layer from a system design perspective. This removes the trouble of having to develop and implement a unique PAKE standard for each application, thereby encouraging the use of PAKE by other applications. This is the approach taken by TLS-SRP, which integrates the Secure Remote Password Protocol (SRP) [53, 54] into the Transport Layer Security (TLS) suite. The TLS suite and its predecessor, the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), are transport layer cryptographic protocols for establishing end-to-end secure channels for Internet traffic, most notably for HTTP traffic.

To create a TLS connection, a user’s computer and a server must first negotiate a cipher suite. A cipher suite typically specifies the key negotiation method (e.g., Diffie-Hellman with RSA) and how the parties will use the negotiated key to create a secure channel (e.g., AES in CBC mode and HMAC with SHA-1). TLS-SRP extends TLS by supporting additional cipher suites that use SRP for the key negotiation phase. To employ TLS-SRP, the user’s computer and the server first use SRP to interactively derive a symmetric key based on the user’s password, and then create a secure channel using the latter part of the cipher suite and the derived key.

Arguably, one reason why TLS has been so successful is that it is largely transparent to applications that use it. For example, after some initial configuration, many websites can typically just “turn on” TLS in their server software to enjoy many of its benefits. One advantage of this design is that websites can develop HTTPS applications that are independent from the choice of server hardware and software.

To employ TLS-SRP, this benefit of transparency may be lost. Since web applications typically manage users’ identities and authentication credentials, TLS-SRP will require an inter-layer communication mechanism between application software and the TLS software to create and manage TLS-SRP sessions. For example, if a user’s browser attempts to initiate a TLS-SRP session, the TLS software must communicate with the web application to obtain the user’s authentication credentials. It would also be desirable for the application to know if logins succeed and when TLS-SRP connections close.

This problem is exacerbated in site architectures that employ load balancing HTTPS front-ends. A common site architecture is to deploy dedicated load balancing machines that terminate TLS connections. These machines service TLS connections and route the underlying HTTP requests to the appropriate web servers, which may run on separate machines. Deploying TLS-SRP in this type of architecture will require new network protocols to manage user sessions between HTTPS front-ends and back-end application servers.

Another problem with TLS-SRP is that it does not cleanly support authentication to multiple realms within a single domain. For example, Google Apps provides “software-as-a-service” for email, document management, and information
sharing. The appearance is that each Google Apps customer gets a separate site hosted at google.com with unique user names and authentication credentials for each of their users. Supporting TLS-SRP authentication in this context is problematic. Current browser implementations of TLS will re-use the same TLS connection for all HTTPS requests to a particular domain. However, authenticating to different realms hosted at the same domain requires browsers to initiate separate TLS-SRP connections for each realm, further complicating matters.

**PAKE over HTTPS.** To address the drawbacks of TLS-SRP, Oiwa et. al proposed to implement PAKE at the application layer, over HTTPS [42]. We refer to their approach as HTTPS-PAKE.

HTTPS-PAKE is inspired by HTTP Digest Authentication, which authenticates users using the HTTP protocol. HTTPS-PAKE works by tunneling the PAKE protocol messages over HTTP, in additional HTTP headers. This approach gives the application layer control over authentication policies without any interaction with TLS. However, HTTPS-PAKE still relies on TLS to provide a secure channel between browsers and servers. With HTTPS-PAKE authentication, a user’s browser first establishes a TLS connection with the server. Then, over the encrypted TLS session, the browser and the server perform a PAKE handshake and derive a PAKE key derived from the user’s password.

In contrast to TLS-SRP, HTTPS-PAKE does not use the PAKE key to authenticate messages between the user’s browser and server directly, but rather includes an “authentication value” derived from it in the HTTP request and response headers. To address phishing attacks that forward HTTPS-PAKE messages between a user’s browser and a server in an attempt to impersonate the user, HTTPS-PAKE binds a user’s password to authentication realms in a way that resists these types of phishing attacks.

One drawback of HTTPS-PAKE is that by integrating at the application layer, it is vulnerable to stronger threats, such as pharmers and network attackers, and relies on users to detect these attacks. For example, suppose a user attempts to authenticate herself to bank.com with HTTPS-PAKE and a pharmer has hijacked DNS for bank.com. When the user initially connects to bank.com, she will reach the adversary. Assuming the adversary is unable to obtain a valid certificate for bank.com, the user will see a certificate warning, but studies suggest many users ignore these warnings. If a user ignores the certificate warning and attempts to authenticate herself with HTTPS-PAKE, the attacker can man-in-the-middle the PAKE protocol, which occurs over HTTP. The authentication will appear to succeed from the perspective of the user’s browser and the server, but the session has been compromised by the attacker.

In contrast, TLS-SRP does not rely on users to detect pharmers and network attackers. If an adversary does not know the user’s password, he cannot successfully complete the protocol, and the connection will fail.

### 5.2 Website Customization of Login UI

Since a website’s login page can contribute to its branding, some sites may be hesitant to adopt a PAKE-based web authentication scheme if they lose some control of users’ login experience.

**Deployment Challenge 2** (Website customization of the login UI). *How can we provide a secure user interface while still allowing websites to customize and brand the user experience?*

**Customizing the anchor page.** With a PAKE-enabled browser using an in-chrome login box, websites can still offer a customizable anchor page which informs the users that the page requires logging in, and suggests that the user enter their password in the in-chrome bar. The anchor page is also likely to provide a link for users who have forgotten their password.

It might also be possible to safely allow websites the option of limited branding within an in-chrome login mechanism. For example, each website can ask the chrome to display a customized image next to the in-chrome password box.

**Customizing login failures.** Websites may wish to be able to customize the login failure page as well. However, this raises a security issue since a malicious website can exploit this and ask the user to enter her password in the webpage instead.

One potential solution is for the browser to display a generic failure page or warning page before the user can proceed to the website’s customized failure page. A danger of this approach is that users may tend to click through such warnings. Another approach is to allow websites to customize the failure pages in a restricted way. For example, the browser offers a template of a login failure page and the website fills in restricted forms of contents. Section 3.3 has more discussion on how to design error messages and warnings.

### 6 Implementation

To further study the problems surrounding PAKE deployment, we developed an open-source PAKE prototype for Mozilla Firefox [16]. Our implementation consists of the following components: 1) a component to handle the HTTPVS protocol; 2) a plugin that creates an in-chrome login bar for retrieving the user’s credentials; 3) a plugin that implements the PAKE Session Manager (PSM); and 4) a patch that implements TLS-PAKE. For the TLS-PAKE implementation we chose to use Steffen Schulz’s implementation of TLS-SRP in Mozilla’s Network Security Services
The Secure Remote Password Protocol (SRP) is one specific instantiation of PAKE that does not have provable security. We leave as future work to implement a version of PAKE that has proven security. In particular, our implementation makes the following contributions. 1) We implement the UI component missing from Schulz's implementation of TLS-SRP, and the PSM to connect the UI and TLS-PAKE. 2) We propose and implement the HTTPVS protocol handler, to defend against attacks on SOP.

7 Related Work

Authenticating the website. An extensive body of literature exists that helps users to decide when to trust a website. These approaches can be largely divided into three classes: 1) Security indicators and improved security indicators [17, 36, 37, 56, 28]; 2) Trusted paths or secure bookmarks with known sites [12, 52, 55, 43, 31]; 3) Automated detection and blacklisting of known phishing sites [1, 2]. Studies have shown that security indicators are ineffective [11, 20, 21]. Even with improved security indicators and warnings, users still find it difficult to interpret them [30, 46, 51, 52]. Identification and blacklisting of known phishing sites still suffer from inaccuracy problems [57], and browser vendors are unlikely to deploy this approach due to liability issues. PAKE-based web authentication is designed to precisely solve the difficult problem of how a user can authenticate a website.

Password management. Researchers have also proposed browser extensions to help users manage and strengthen their passwords [34, 45, 27, 55]. Password hashing can relieve users the burden of remembering too many passwords. These password management schemes are complimentary to PAKE-based web authentication.

HTTP Digest Authentication. HTTP Digest Authentication is an RFC standard that allows a client and a web server to negotiate a key without sending the password in the clear. Digest authentication [19, 18] was meant to supercede the basic HTTP authentication [7] in which passwords are sent in the clear. Digest authentication failed to take off due to many reasons. First, the cryptography is unsound, and it is susceptible to man-in-the-middle attacks and dictionary attacks. Second, its original implementations in IE were incompatible with the RFC standard. Third, HTTP digest authentication uses a trusted password box provided by the browser, and websites could no longer customize their login user interface. We speculate that this was another reason why HTTP digest authentication was not well-received.

8 Conclusion

We revisit the problem of PAKE-based web authentication, and investigate various issues that might inhibit its widespread adoption. We believe that it is important to ask and think about these questions, and we hope to stimulate discussions on this topic. We conclude by summarizing the good, the bad and the challenges of deploying PAKE-based web authentication.

The good. PAKE-based web authentication does have clear benefits over today’s approach. First, when combined with the right UI, PAKE can reduce the attack surface of web-based authentication. Second, although careless users may still fall prey to social engineering attacks, at the very least, we can protect security-conscious users, and relieve them of the burden of deciding whether to trust a website. Moreover, with proper user education, we can hope to raise the global awareness of users over time.

The bad. On the other hand, PAKE-based web authentication will not address all the security problems with web authentication. Although proper user education can alleviate this problem, careless users may still enter their passwords in unsafe webpages. In particular, one weak link is social engineering attacks involving password setup and reset.

The challenges. We acknowledge that certain hurdles have to be overcome to deploy PAKE-based web authentication. First, we need to draw lessons from the failures of current web authentication and make careful UI design choices from the very beginning. Second, not only do browser vendors and websites need to collaborate in this effort, websites may also need to upgrade their TLS stack (including TLS accelerators) and application logic simultaneously to provide PAKE support.
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